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Eagle Nation,
My name is Brogan Boudreaux, a senior midfielder on the Georgia Southern Women's Soccer team. I am majoring in Mechanical Engineering. Since the age of three,
I have spent the majority of my life playing soccer. Soccer has given me the opportunity to travel to 31 states in the United States and five countries around the world.
Between soccer and being a successful engineering student, I never had the chance to have a job. Finally, this summer, I was given an opportunity to take an
internship as a technical engineer intern for a government contractor.
I was debating on taking the position due to the fact that I would have to miss some soccer and would not be able to get on campus before preseason. It was an
extremely hard decision to make when soccer and school have always been the most important things in my life. I discussed it with my coaches and teammates and
they expressed what an amazing opportunity it was for my future.
"Being a member of the Georgia Southern Women's Soccer Program is much more than just performing on the field, but it's also about performing in the classroom as
you pursue your passions. We talk a lot about building relationships and connections as you strive for a successful life after college and Brogan did just that. We are
very excited and proud of the opportunities she has earned. When Brogan first discussed this with the coaching staff, you could hear and see the passion she had for
this, and there was absolutely no doubt that we would support her fully this summer. Not only has Brogan stayed on top of the team, expectations, but she has also
achieved a 4.0 this Summer Term while doing her internship. Brogan is a true example of a Student-Athlete and not only are we excited to watch her finish strong this
senior year, but continue to build our relationships as she becomes a leader in her field beyond graduation!"
So, with their encouragement and support I decided to take the internship. I started my time with Northrop Grumman at the beginning of the summer. Northrop
Grumman Corporation is an American Global Aerospace and Defense Technology Company. There are four sectors that make up Northrop Grumman; Aerospace
Systems, Mission Systems, Technology Services and Innovation Systems. I took part of the Mission Systems side of Northrop Grumman on Kings Bay Submarine
Base.
We work to service, repair, and maintain tactical and non-tactical equipment on the submarines for the U.S. Navy. I was able to learn and explore the ins and outs of
multiple naval submarines. My job task included writing repair reports, logging the maintenance progress on tactical equipment, creating and updating technical
drawings for tactical and non-tactical equipment, inspecting equipment and procedures and shadowing my engineer mentor through daily tasks.
The opportunity to work on a military base with government contractors makes me appreciate what they do. Most of their work is classified and we as citizens may
never know how important it is to our daily security. I have gained so much respect for the government contracting field and I hope to continue my engineering career
in the defense field. My summer experience was wonderful but I am ready to kick off these steel toed work boots and put on some soccer cleats! Hail Southern!
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